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Abstract. For a language L~,g of many-sorted algorithmic logic a translation Tr into a suitable 
first-order language L' is considered. L' contains additional sorts of variables for natural numbers 
and objects coding computations. Thus, in L' statements about properties of programs of Lalg 
can be expressed. 
The main problem of the paper is to investigate what properties of a given theory T in Lals 
(e.g., decidability, completeness, etc.) transfer to the first-order theory Tr(T). In other words, is 
the first-order theory Tr(T) a good approximation of the algorithmic theory T? 
It is also investigated whether, for a given algorithmic theory T in La~g, every model M' of 
T' = Tr(T) has a submodel such that its reduct M to the language L,, s is a model of the theory 
T. This problem can be treated as the question of removing nonstandard computations. 
Introduction 
The idea of first-order approximation of algorithmic theories has been suggested 
to me during the lecture of Salwicki's and Grabowski's papers [18, 19, 9]. In [18, 19], 
it is shown that objects of the full weak second-order logic, such as finite sets, finite 
sequences, can be categorically defined in many-sorted algorithmic logic. On the 
other hand, computations of programs can be coded by means of these objects (cf. 
[9]). 
In [8], a method was proposed (the translation Tr) of relating a many-sorted 
first-order theory T' to a many-sorted algorithmic theory T in Lang. This method is 
based on the results in [9, 18, 19]. The language L' of T' contains variables, functions 
and/or predicate symbols of L~ s and additional sorts of variables for natural numbers 
and finite arrays (cf. [8]). By means of natural numbers and arrays we can describe 
in L' computations of programs of L~, s. 
The first-order theory T'= Tr(T) may have many different models. Let M' be a 
model of T'. Let us consider the carrier set of M' corresponding to natural numbers. 
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It may constitute a nonstandard model of natural numbers. This means that computa- 
tions of programs can be understood in a nonstandard way. The following question 
arises in a natural way: 
Is it possible to take a submodel M of M' such that its natural numbers 
are standard and such that its reduct o L~ 8 is a model of T? 
In certain cases the answer is negative (cf. Section 2). 
The following property of the translation Tr seems to be interesting: Let (L')alg 
denote the language of many-sorted algorithmic logic being the algorithmic extension 
of the first-order language L' (cf. Section 1). Let NAT denote the algorithmic formula 
of (L')~g which categorically defines the structure of natural numbers (cf. Section 
1.1.2). Then, for every algorithmic theory T in Lalg and for every formula a of Lalg , 
we have 
T ~ a iff Tr(T) u {NAT} ~ a. 
The formula NAT assures the standard interpretation f computations of programs 
of L~ag. The above equivalence shows that, in the ease of algorithmic languages 
containing arrays and indices (natural numbers), we can reduce the number of 
algorithmic axioms which are not first-order formulas (el. Lemma 1.2). 
The main aim of the paper is to examine how far the first-order theory T' = Tr(T) 
is useful and adequate to express algorithmic properties of models of the algorithmic 
theory T. We shall examine what properties of the theory T (e.g., decidability, 
completeness) transfer to the theory Tr(T). In Section 3 we shall give examples of 
hereditary and nonhereditary properties of the translation Tr. In particular, we shall 
prove that decidability is not a hereditary property of Tr. Roughly speaking, the 
mechanism of arrays with indices is too powerful to describe computations in 
structures of which the algorithmic theories are decidable (although we have taken 
a very weak system of axioms concerning operations on indices). 
At the end of the paper we shall make some remarks on consequences of the use 
of another axiom system for natural numbers (indices). 
A method of coding diverging computations i  also suggested. 
1. P re l iminar ies  
A many-sorted language Lag of algorithmic logic is determined by the following 
data: 
• S:  a nonempty set of sorts. With S is associated a family { V~ [ s e S} of disjoint, 
countable sets of variables. Elements of V~ will be called s-variables. 
• F :  a finite set of function symbols. Each function symbol f has a rank 
(s l , . . . ,  Sk, S~,+I), where k~>0 and s,e S for i= 1, . . . ,  k+ l .  
• R :  a finite set of relation symbols. Each relation symbol r has a rank (s l , . . . ,  Sk), 
k>O, s,~S for i=1 , . . . ,  k. 
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The sets Ts, s ~ S, of s-terms and the set of open formulas are defined in the 
natural way (cf. [13]). 
The many-sorted, first-order language based on the sets of symbols F, R, Vs, s s S 
shall be denoted by L. 
Assignments are expressions of the form x := t, where the sorts of the variable x 
and the term t coincide. 
The set Pr of programs is the least set of expressions containing all assignments, 
closed under the program-constructs 
begin...  ; . . .  end, i f . . .  then. . ,  e lse. . . ,  while.. ,  do . . . ,  
with tests being open, first-order formulas. 
The set Famg of algorithmic formulas is the least set of expressions containing all 
open formulas, closed under logical connectives and quantifiers, and such that if 
a ~ Fang and K is a program, then K a, UK  a, (']K a belong to F~g. 
An interpretation of the symbols of Lalg (or L) is defined in the usual way (cf. 
[ 13]). Let 
~=({Asls~S}; {f[ f~F};  {rlr~R}) 
m 
be a structure for L~lg. By a valuation of variables we shall understand any sort- 
preserving function v, 
v:U v~.->UAs. 
sES s¢$ 
Every program K determines a partial mapping K~, K~ : Val->Val, where Val 
denotes the set of all valuations (cf. [2]). 
The logical value of a formula of the form K a is defined as follows: ~, v ~ K 
iff the valuation v'= K~t(v) is defined and ~, v '~ a. Thus, the formula K true 
expresses that K stops (true denotes a formula of the form ( f  v--aft)). 
The following equivalences, written in an informal way, explain the meaning of 
the iteration signs: 
UKa <=~ avKavK[Ka]v . . . ,  
(-]Kot ¢~ a&Ka&K[Ka]& . . . .  
The brackets [, ] are not symbols of the language; we shall use them for readability. 
For a more formal and detailed exposition of the algorithmic logic we refer the 
reader to [1, 2, 12]. 
We shall assume that for each s ~ S there is a distinguished relation symbol =s 
which is always interpreted as the identity relation on As. We shall often omit the 
letter s if no confusion will result. 
All facts proved in this paper are formulated for the algorithmic logic. Obviously, 
they are transferable toother logics of programs that are equivalent with algorithmic 
logic. 
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1.1. Algorithmic theory of arrays (cf [8, 14]) 
In accordance with [2, 16], by a theory we shall mean a system Th = (L, C, Ax), 
where L is a formalized language of a logic, C denotes a consequence operation, 
and Ax is a fixed set of formulas of L called specific axioms of Th. 
The consequence operation of algorithmic logic we shall denote by C~ag. It is 
based on infinitary rules of inference and a reeursive set of logical axioms (cf. 
[ 1, 2, 12]). The algorithmic onsequence operation has the completeness property: 
Ax ~ a iff a ¢ Calg(Ax), 
where Ax c Falg, a ~ Fag. We shall often write Ax v-~tg a instead of a ~ Ca~g(Ax). If
no confusion will result, we shall identify a theory and the set of its specific axioms. 
1.1.1. The language of algorithmic theory of arrays (cf. [8, 14]) 
The language considered here is a tree-sorted language of algorithmic logic: 
Ve = {x, y, z,...}: the set of individual variables, 
Va = {A, B, C,...}: the set of array variables, 
V, = {i,j, k,...}: the set of variables for natural numbers (indices). 
Function symbols, relation symbols and their ranks are given as follows: 
Function symbols: Relation symbols: 
0 (n), =, (e, e), 
SUC (n,n), =~ (a,a), 
put (a,n,e,a), =,1 (n,n), 
get (a,n,e), ~< (n,n), 
ub (a, n), 
new (n, a). 
1.1.2. Axioms of the algorithmic theory of arrays (cf [8, 14]) 
A0: i ~< ub(A) -> get(put(A,/, x), i) =e x, 
AI: i<~ub(A)->put(A,/,get(A, i)) =aA, 
A2: ub(put(A, i, x)) =n ub(A), 
A3: get(new(j, x), i) =, x, 
A4: ub(new(j, x)) =hA 
A5: i,j<.ub(A)->(i #~j-->get(put(A,/, x) j) --.get(A,j)), 
A6: i > ub(A) ~ put(A,/, x) =a A, 
A7: i>ub(A)~get(A,  i) =,get(A, 0), 
AS: A =a B*-*(ub(A) =n ub(B) & (Vi)(get(A, i) =.get(B, i))), 
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NO: sue(i) ~n 0, 
NI:  sue(i) =~ suc( j )~ i "-'n j ,  
N2: i <~ i, 
N3: (i<~j&j<-i)..~i=~j, 
N4: (i<~j&j<~k)~i<~k, 
N5: 0<sue(0), 
N6: i < j~ sue(i) < sue(j), 
NAT: beginj := 0; whi le  i #n j  doj  := sue(j) end (i =n J). 
(i>j denotes the formula ~(i<<-j), i #nj denotes ~(i  =~j).) 
This version of axioms for the algorithmic theory of arrays (denoted by ATAr) 
contains only one algorithmic formula NAT which is not a first-order formula. 
Formulas of Falg containing programs or iteration signs (which are not first-order 
formulas) will be called essentially algorithmic formulas. 
1.1.3. Standard relational system of arrays 
A standard system of arrays is a three-sorted structure, where the first carrier set 
is a nonempty set E, the third is the set of natural numbers, and the second one 
consists of all finite sequences of the form 
ar: {0, 1,...,n}-~ E, 
graphically represented by (eo, e t , . . . ,  en), n ~ ~o, eo , . . . ,  en ~ E. 
The operation suc and the relations =n, ~ on natural numbers are interpreted in 
the natural way. The remaining symbols are interpreted as follows (the interpretation 
of a symbol is written in capital letters, 'ar' denotes the array described above): 
- the value of UB(ar) is n; 
- GET(ar, m) = era, provided that m ~< n, otherwise GET(ar, m) is eo; 
- PUT(at, m, e) is the array obtained from ar by putting the element e into ruth 
position of ar, provided that m ~< n; if m > n, then PUT(ar, m, e) = ar; 
- NEW(m, e) is an array ar' such that UB(ar') = m and, for each i ~ ~o, GET(ar, i) = e; 
in other words, ar' is the m + 1 element sequence of the form (e , . . . ,  e); 
- the symbols =e, =a are realized as the identity relations on E and the set of 
arrays over E. 
It is easy to see that any standard system of arrays is a model of the algorithmic 
theory of arrays ATAr. 
Let Lalg be a language of algorithmic logic. By L~g we shall denote the algorithmic 
language obtained from L~g by adding 
- a set Vn of variables for natural numbers, and the symbols 0, suc, <~, =n; 
- for each sort s of L~lg, a set ~ of variables for arrays over the sth carrier set, 
and new function and predicate symbols, ubs, gets, puts, and news, -'~-~r; their 
ranks are defined in a way similar to the ranks of ub, get, put, and new. 
By ATArs we shall denote the theory obtained from ATAr by replacing the symbols 
ub, get, put, new, =a by the symbols ubs, gets, puts, news, =~-~r, espectively. 
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For a given set T of formulas of Lalg we shall denote by ATAr(T) the following 
set of formulas of L~[g: 
ATAr(T) = T u [_J ATAr~. 
Let ~t be a structure for Lalg. By ~t ar we shall denote the structure for L~[g obtained 
from ~d by adding, for each sort s of L~g, the standard system of arrays over the 
carder set As of ~t. 
By L ar we shall denote the first-order sublanguage of Lal~ (based on all function 
and/or relation symbols, and all variables of L~g). 
The following theorem is the representation theorem for a many-sorted algorithmic 
theory of arrays. 
Theorem 1.1 (cf. [8, 14, 18]). Let T be a set of formulas of Lalg. Let sg be a model of 
ATAr(T) and let M ° denote the reduct structure of sg to the language Lalg. Then ~t 
is isomorphic to the structure (MO)~r. 
We shall now prove a lemma concerning a reduction of the number of essentially 
algorithmic axioms in theories of L~lrg. 
Lemma 1.2. (Reduction Lemma, cf. [8, 9]). Let T be a set of formulas of L,lg. There 
is a set T ° of formulas of L~g containing only one essentially algorithmic formula NAT 
(i.e., remaining formulas of T O contain no programs and iteration signs) and being 
equivalent to T, i.e., for every structure ~ for L~rg, ~ ~ T i f f  ~ ~ TO. 
Proof (outline). The set T o is of the form T 'uU~s ATAL, where the set T ¢ is the 
result of an elimination of programs and iteration signs from formulas of T. The 
method of this elimination is similar to the translation of algorithmic logic into full 
weak second-order logic, described by Grabowski in [9]. 
(1) Elimination of iteration signs from formulas of L~g (by programs) is suggested 
by the following equivalence: 
U K a (3i)[begin 
j :=0;  
while -n(i =,,j) do 
begin 
K; 
j := suc(j); 
end; 
end] a. 
Here /, j do not occur in the formula K a ~ L~.  For the iteration sign N,  it is 
sufficient to replace ::l by V. 
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(2) (Eliminations of programs) To eliminate programs from formulas of Lalg we 
shall define formulas which describe the transition relation of programs. Let K be 
a program and let x~, . . . ,  xn be all variables occurring in /C We shall often write 
K(x l , . . . ,  xn) instead of K. The formula defining the transition relation of K will 
be denoted by Trans[K]. We have 
~¢, v ~ Trans[K](x~,. . . ,  xn, y ,  • •.,  yn) 
iff the result valuation v'-- K~(v) is defined and 
v(yi)= v'(x~) for i= 1 , . . . ,  n 
(Y~, . - . ,  Yn are new variables not occurring in K and such that the sorts of x~ and 
y~ coincide). 
(3) ( The definition of Trans[K]). The formula Trans[K], K ~ L~s , is defined by 
induction on the length of the program K. We illustrate the inductive step only in 
the case where K is of the form while y do M. The formula Trans[while y do M] is 
defined as follows: 
(:li)(:lA~) ... (3An) (ub(A1)- . . . .  ub(A,)=i) 
& (get(A1, 0) = x~ &. . .  & get(An, 0) = xn) 
& (get(A, i) =y~ &. . .  & get(An, i) =Yn) 
& (Vj)((j < i --> Trans[ M] (get(A1, j ), • • •, get(An, j ), 
get(A~,j + 1) , . . . ,get (An , j+  1))) 
& y(get(A~, j ) , . . . ,  get(An,j))) 
& -~y(get(Al, i ) , . . . ,  get(An, i)) 
(we shall often write j+  1 instead of suc(j)). 
The elimination of programs is based on the following equivalence: 
K a ~-, (3y~)... (3yn)(Trans[K](x~,..., xn, Y l , . . . ,  Yn) & a(x~/y~,..., xn/yn)), 
where a(xl/y~,. . . ,  Xn/Yn) denotes the formula obtained from t~ by replacing each 
occurrence of x~ in a by y~. 
The equivalences given in (1) and (3) are valid in each model of Uses ATArs. 
By means of these we can transform each set T of formulas of Lalg onto a set T' 
of formulas of L ~r not containing iteration signs and programs. Then, TO = T 'u  
Uses ATAL contains only one essentially algorithmic formula NAT expressing that 
the carder set of natural numbers is generated by the constant 0. This ends the proof 
of Lemma 1.2. [] 
Let T be a set of formulas of L~g. By Tr(T) we denote the set T ° -  {NAT} where 
the meaning of T O is the same as in Lemma 1.2 (note that La~g c L~g). Thus we 
define the operation of translation which maps algorithmic theories of L~ls into 
first-order theories of L ~r. In this case, the thesis of Lemma 1.2 can be modified as 
follows. 
[,emma 1.3. For every structure ag for L~ag 
T ff  a =Tr(T)u{NAT}. 
This is an immediate consequence of the representation Theorem 1.1. 
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2. Submodels of models of Tr(T) with standard interpretation of natural numbers 
In this section we shall examine whether each model M of a theory of the form 
Tr(T) c L ar has a submodel M'  being a model of Tr(T) and such that its carder 
set of the sort n consists only of interpretations of the terms 
0, sue(0),  sue(sue(0)) ,  . . . .  
Informally speaking, computations of programs of Lalg are coded in M by means 
of arrays; in the case where the interpretation of natural numbers is standard, 
computations represented by arrays are also standard. Therefore, the passing from 
M to M' can be treated as an operation of removing nonstandard computations. 
It is easy to see that in the case of a positive answer, the reduct structure M ° of 
M'  to the language La~g is a model of the theory T 
2.1. Example 
The following example shows that for some theories T the answer is negative: 
La~g is a one-sorted language (the sort is denoted by e) with one-argument function 
symbol f. The axioms of T are 
El" 
E2: 
E3: 
(Vx) (Vy) ( f (x )  =f(y )  --> x = y), 
(Vx)( : : ]y) ( f (y)= x), 
(:lz)(Vx)(while 7 (x  = z) do z := f ( z ) ) (x  = z). 
It is easy to note that every model of the theory T is a finite cycle of the form shown 
in Fig. 1. 
f 
a~ a2 
am 
m~oJ  
Fig. 1. 
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The theory Tr(T) is equivalent to {El, E2, E3'} where 
E3': (3z ) (Vx) (3A) (3 i ) (ub(A)  = i) & (get(A, 0)= z) & (get(A, i) = x) 
& (Vj ) ( j  <~ i --> get(A, sue(j))  = f(get (A, j ) ) ) .  
Note that the following structure, described in an informal way, is a model of the 
theory Tr(T): 
• A~ is the set of integers; the symbol f is interpreted as the successor function: 
s LLL  
• "" --> -2  -1 0 1-'> 2--> " • • ; 
• A n is a nonstandard model of natural numbers: 
suc suc su~ su~ su~ su~ 
0 ) 1 , - . -  ) r~- I  ~ t~ ~ ~+1 > - . -  
where ~ denotes a nonstandard natural number; 
• Aa consists of 'standard finite sequences' like (too, ml , . . . ,  m~) where n is a 
'standard natural number', and 'nonstandard finite sequences' like (too, 
rex, . . . ,  ms-2, m~_~, ms) where ~ is a 'nonstandard natural number'. 
To show that E3' is valid it is, sufficient o take as "z'" the integer 0, as " i "  a 
nonstandard natural number n, and as "'A'" the following 'nonstandard array': 
(mo, ml, m2, . . . ,  ms-2, m~-l, ms), where 
mo = O, m~ = l ,  m2=2, . . . ,  ms_2 = x - 2, ms_l  = x -1 ,  ms = x. 
We shall now argue that any substructure M '  of the structure M defined above 
such that its carder set corresponding to the sort n consists of the interpretations 
of the terms 0, suc(0) suc(suc(0)), . . ,  only, is not a model of Tr(T). Suppose the 
contrary. Then all arrays of M'  are standard finite arrays. In virtue of E3' there is 
a distinguished element b of the sort e such that the sequence b, f (b ) ,  f ( f (b ) ) , . . .  
contains all elements of M '  of the sort e. But in virtue of E2 this sequence should 
contain an element b° such that f (b  °) = b. This means that the carder set of the sort 
e (integers) contains a cycle, contradiction. 
3. Hereditary and nonhereditary properties o f  the translation Tr 
3.1. Equivalence o f  theories 
We start with a simple observation that the translation Tr does not preserve the 
equivalence of theories. 
Example  3.1. Two theories are said to be equivalent iff the sets of their theorems 
are identical. 
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Let Lalg be the language for the structure of natural numbers with the constant 
0, the successor function s, and the addition and multiplication operations. 
Let T1 denote the following set of formulas: 
= 0), 
(Vx)(Vy)(s(x)=s(y) ->x=y), 
(Vx)(x +0 = x), 
(Vx)(Vy)(x +s(y) =s(x  +y)), 
(Vx) (x .  0= 0), 
(Vx)(Vy)(x" s(y) = (x- y )+ x), 
(Vx)[begin y := 0; while -a(y = x) do y := s(y) end](x = y). 
This theory categorically defines the structure of natural numbers (the operations 
are interpreted in the standard way, cf. [12]). 
Let T2 denote the set of all theorems of T1 with respect to the algorithmic 
consequence operation. Thus, Tr(T2) contains all first-order sentences which are 
valid in the structure of natural numbers (cf. [12]) and is not arithmetical. On the 
other hand, the theory Tr(7"l) is a finitely axiomatizable theory in L ar and therefore, 
the set of all theorems of Tr(T~) (with respect to the first-order consequence 
operation) is a zo set (cf. [17]). 
It follows from the above example that the image Tr(T) can be a consistent theory 
in L ar (with respect o the first-order consequence operation), in spite of T being 
an inconsistent (with respect to the algorithmic consequence operation) set of 
formulas of Lamg. To prove this, it is sutiicient to add to the language L~lg (considered 
in Example 3.1) a new constant c and consider the set 
T= Tlu{-l(c=O), -a(c = s(O)),-a(c = s(s(O))),...}. 
The set T is inconsistent with respect to the algorithmic onsequence operation (has 
no model). On the other hand, it is easy to see that any finite subset of Tr(T) is a 
consistent set of first-order formulas. 
3.2. Decidability 
Decidability is not a hereditary property of the translation Tr. This follows from 
the following example. 
Example 3.2. Let Lag contain only the predicate = for the identity. Let T denote 
the set of all sentences tr,, n ~ to, where it, expresses the fact that there are at least 
n different elements. 
To prove that Tr(T) is undecidable, it is sufficient o define the addition and 
multiplication operations over the sort n of Tr(T) (cf. [3, 5]). 
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For readability we first introduce abbreviations for some expressions of L~g. We 
shall often write A[i] instead of get(A, i). Some fixed formulas and their names are 
listed below: 
Diff(A): (Vi)(Vj)((i <j  &j~<ub A)--> 7A[i]= A[j]) 
An B=O: (Vi)(Vj)TA[i] = B[j], 
A[i]~ B: (::lk)A[i]= B[k], 
A[ i ]eB[k:m]:  (3j)(A[ i ]=B[j]&k<-j&j<~m), 
A [k :m]~B:  (3c)((Vj)(j<~ub(C) --> (C[ j ]eBvC[ j ]~A[k :m]) ) )  
& ((Vi)(k <~ i <~ m --> A[i] ~ C)) 
& ((Vi)(B[i] ~ C) 
& (C[O]eA[k: m] & C[ub(C)] ~ B) 
& (Vj)(j <ub(C)--~((C[j]e A-> C[suc(j)] e B) 
& (C[ j ]  e B--) C[suc(j)] e A))). 
The meaning of the first four formulas is obvious. The last formula says that the 
number of elements of A which occur in positions between k and m and the number 
of elements of the array B are identical, provided that Diff(A), Diff(B), and A c~ B = 
hold. Thus the last formula can be used to express m-  k = ub(B). 
We shall now define an auxiliary formula Inc which will be used to define the 
arithmetical operations: 
Inc(A, B, D): Diff(A) & Diff(B) & Diff(D) & D[0]e A & D[ub(D)] e A 
& (Vj)(V k )( { (j < k <~ ub(D) & D[ j  ] e A & D[ k] e A ) 
& (Vm)(j < m < k--> 7D[m]  e A)} 
--.> D[ j :k ]~B)  
& (Vi)(Vj)(Vm)(Vn)(i,j<~ub(A) & m, n<~ ub(D) 
& A[i]= D[m] & A[j]= D[n]) 
--> (i <j~'> m < n). 
The formula Inc is satisfied iff the arrays A, B and D are of the forms 
A: (ao, al, a2 , . . . ,  ap_l, ap), ub(A)=p, 
B: (bo, bl, b2, . . . ,  bq), ub(B) = q, 
. . . ,  P P D: (ao, b~,b~, b~,a~,b2, b2,.. . ,b2, a2,. . . ,ap_,,bo, bl , . . . ,b~,ap),  
ub(D) = r. 
where all elements bj are different. It is easy to see that 
r=p.  (q+ l )+p+ l =p. q+2p+ l. 
The following formulas define the arithmetical operations over the sort n: 
Add(i,j, k): (=lA)(3B)(3C)(ub(A)= i &ub(B)=j  &ub(C)= k 
& Diff(A) & Diff(B) & Diff(C) & A t C[0: i] 
& B ~. C[i: k]), 
Mult(/,j, k): (3A)(3B)(3C)(3D)(:in)(:]rn)(ub(A)= i &ub(B)=j  
& ub(C) = k & ub(D) = n & Add(k,/, m) 
& Add(m, sue(i), n) & Ine(A, B, D)). 
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Suppose that the numbers i, j, k satisfy the formula Mult. Then, for some numbers 
n and m, and some arrays A, B, C and D, it holds that 
i = ub(A), j = ub(B), n = ub(D), k = ub(C), 
Inc(A, B, D), k + i= m, m + suc(i) = n. 
From Inc(A, B, D) it follows that n = i . j+2 i+ l ,  which gives k= i. j .  This ends 
our proof. 
3.3. Completeness 
Completeness is not a hereditary property of the translation Tr, which immediately 
follows from Example 3.1. The theory T~ is complete with respect to the algorithmic 
consequence operation (cf. [2]). The theory Tr(T~) is in ?o and contains the 
arithmetic of natural numbers. Therefore, the first-order theory Tr(T~) is not complete 
(cf. [17]). 
3.4. No-categoricity 
In [7] an analogon of Ryll-Nardzewski theorem is proved (cf. [13]): 
a complete algorithmic theory that has only infinite models is No-categorical 
iff all its types are principal 
However, in the case of algorithmic theories, the number of types may be infinite. 
An example of such an algorithmic theory is the theory 7"1 defined in Example 3.1. 
The first-order theory Tr(TI) is not complete (cf. Section 3.3) and therefore, not 
N0-categorieal (el. [13]). This shows that N0-categoficity is not a hereditary property 
of the translation Tr. 
4. A coding of infinite computations 
In Section 1 we have considered a theory of finite arrays which were used to code 
finite computations. We shall now consider the case of infinite ones. By means of 
infinite arrays we can express properties of diverging computations. 
The modified language L~ r of the algorithmic theory of to-arrays does not contain 
the symbols ub, new (cf. Section 1). The remaining symbols of L~ r are the symbols 
of the language L~rg. The modified theory ATAr '~ is obtained from the theory ATAr 
by removing restrictions of the form 
i ~< ub(A), i > ub(A), 
from the predecessors of implications in axioms of ATAr, and by rejecting the 
axioms ,4_2, A3, A4, A6, A7, A8. 
Thus, o-arrays are understood as infinite, by natural numbers enumerated, sequen- 
ces. It is easy to prove the following theorem (cf. Theorem 1.1). 
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Theorem 4.1. Every model ~ of the theory ATAr ~ is isomorphic to a three-sorted 
structure with carrier sets denoted by E, to, and SEQ, where E is a nonempty set, to 
is the set of natural numbers, and SEQ denotes afixed set of sequences ar, ar: to -> E, 
closed under the operation GET(ar, i, e) which puts the element e into the i-th position 
of ar. 
The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of the representation theorem 
for the algorithmic theory of stacks (of. [18]). 
For a given theory Tc  L~g, the theory ATAr~(T) is defined analogously to the 
theory ATAr(T). For a given structure M for L~ 8 we shall denote by M °'~" the 
structure for L,'~" obtained from ~t by adding, for each sort s of La~8, the carrier 
set consisting of all infinite sequences with elements in the carrier set A, of ~t. 
Theorem 4.2. Let T be a set of formulas Of Lalg. Every model ~t of the theory ATAr°~(T) 
is isomorphic to a substructure ~'  of the structure ( ~to) ~r, where ~t o denotes the reduct 
structure of ~t to the language L~dg. The carrier set SEQs of ~t' corresponding toinfinite 
arrays over the s-th carrier set ,4, of ~ is a set of infinite sequences of elements in A,, 
closed under the operation GET. 
This theorem is a simple extension of Theorem 4.1 to the theory ATAr'°(T). 
We shall now assume that L,~g admits normalization of programs, i.e., for every 
program K of L,~ s there is an equivalent program K ° containing only one 
while.., do . . . .  More precisely, let ~t be a structure for L~ s. We shall say that L~g 
admits normalization of programs for ~t iff for every program K(x~, . . . ,  x,) of L~g 
there exists a program K°(x~,. . . ,  x,, z~,. . . ,  Zk), where Z l , . . . ,  Zk play the role of 
auxiliary variables, and which is such that, for every valuation v, 
• v'= K~(v) is defined iff v"=K°(v )  is defined and if both are defined, then 
v'(x,) = v"(x,), for i= I , . . . ,  n; 
• K ° is of the form begin K~; while 7 do/(2 end, where K~, K2 do not contain 
while.., do . . . .  
If the language L~g contains propositional variables (interpreted as logical values) 
or if there are two constants interpreted in ~ as distinct elements, then La~g admits 
normalization of programs (cf. [2, 12]). 
Let K be a program of L~ 8 in the normal form begin K~; while 7 do/(2 end, where 
K~, K2 do not contain while..,  do . . . .  Denote by x~, . . . ,  x, all variables of /C Let 
us note that Trans[K~] and Trans[K2] are equivalent in r *~ ~' s to open, first-order 
formulas. 
Let us denote by Stop[K] the following formula: 
(Vx , ) . . .  Xo & . . .  & x . [0 ]  = x. 
& Trans[g, ] (X , [0] , . . . ,  X, [0], X,[ 1 ] , . . . ,  X,[ 1]) 
&(V j ) ( j> I  ~ Trans[Kz](Xl[ j ] , . . . ,X,[ j ] ,  
X, [suc( j ) ] , . . . ,  X,[suc( j ) ] ) )  
--> (=1 i)-ly(X~[ i ] , . . . ,  X,[  i])). 
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One can easily prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. For every structure M for r'°~r and for every valuation v J-'alg 
a, v t= -aStop[K] implies MILdly, V]L~,g ~ ~K true 
(Note: ~tl~,g denotes the reduct structure of ~t to the language La~g; K true is the 
algorithmic formula expressing that K stops, cf. Section 1.) 
It is easy to see that the following theorem holds as well. 
Theorem 4.4. M, v ~ Stop[K] does not imply M]L.,g, vl~,g ~ K true. 
(Note: The number " i "  in the definition of Stop[K] may be nonstandard). 
5. Final remarks 
The consequence operation of algorithmic.logic s based on infinitary rules of 
inference (cf. [1, 2, 12]) having countable, recursive sets of premises. The paper 
can be treated as a collection of examples which seem to be useful to show that the 
algorithmic onsequence operation cannot be approximated by the first-order con- 
sequence operation. The situation remains similar, even when we take a stronger 
system of axioms for natural numbers in the theory ATAr. 
We shall now make some remarks about consequences of modifications of axioms 
for natural numbers in ATAr (ATAr'°). If we strengthen axioms for natural numbers 
in ATAr, e.g., if we take the Peano Arithmetic or another system containing axioms 
for the addition and multiplication operations, then we can modify Lemma 1.2 for 
the corresponding translation Tr' (as defined in Section 1). 
Lemma 5.1. Let T be a set of formulas Of Lalarg. There is a set T o of formulas of L~[g 
containing only one essentially algorithmic formula NAT and equivalent to T, i.e., for 
every structure ~t for L~g, ~t ~ Ti f f  ~t ~ TO. 
Proof (outline). Similarly to the first part of the proof of Lemma 1.2, we can use 
arrays coding computations, elements of which may be values of array-variables. 
But an array, elements of which are arrays, can be 'linearized' by means of arith- 
metical operations on indices. 
If we replace the axioms for natural numbers in ATAr by the axioms for the 
addition and the relation ~<, then the results in Section 3 concerning undecidability 
transfer to the ease when the carrier set of 'elements' contains at least two distinct 
elements a and b; the infinite set of elements in Example 3.2 can be simulated by 
the strings aa, aba, abba, abbba,..., and we can write analogons of the formulas 
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Diff , . . . ,  Add, Mult. If the carder set of 'elements' contains only one element, then 
the corresponding theory reduces to the theory of addition and is decidable (compare 
[13]). 
If the arithmetical axioms in ATAr '° are replaced by the axioms for the addition 
and the multiplication, then in L '°ar we can express facts like KSnig's Lemma or 
Ramsey's Theorem (for example, we write the former in Appendix A). 
Note that the adding of K/~nig's Lemma and Ramsey's Theorem to the axioms 
of ATAr °~ leads to a system of axioms in which the Paris-Hardngton Sentence (cf. 
[3]) is first-order provable. 
Appendix A. A formula of L "'~ expressing the thesis of Ramsey's Theorem 
(Vj)(Vk)(j <k-->{A[j" (e+l ) ] , . . . ,A [ j .  (e+ l)+ e-1]} 
{A[k. (e+ 1)] , . . . ,  A[k. (e+ 1)+ e- I ]})  
J 
= {A[m. (e+ 1)] , . . . ,  A [m- (e+ 1)+e-  1]}) 
/ 
& (Vj)(A[j.  (e+ 1)+ e]=Ov..,  v A[j- (e+ 1)+ el-  r -  1)] 
& (V])(Vk)(j < k ~ {B[j. (e+ 1)],..., B[j. (e+ 1)+ e-  1]} 
e{B[k. (e+ 1)],...,B[k. (e+ 1)+ e -  1]}) 
& (Vj)(3k)((Vi)(O~ i ~ e~ B[j. (e+ 1)+ i] 
=A[k.(e+l)+i])) 
& (Vi , ) . . .  (Wi~)( ~k i~#ik&(3j,)...(3j~)(i,=B[j,]&... 
J 
& i~ = B[j.]) 
& "j's are not of the form n. (e + 1) + e") 
(3m){B[m. (e+ l)],...,B[m. (e+ l)+e-1]} 
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Each e-element subset { i~, . . . ,  4} of ~0 is coded in the array A, i.e., for some j, 
{A[j. (e+l)], . . . ,  A[j. (e+l)+e-1])={i , , . . . ,  ie}. 
A[j. (e + 1)+ e] contains a value r '< r which is associated with this set. The array 
B codes those sets cdded in A, and values associated with them are identical (equal 
to r°). Moreover, the array B represents a subset I of to such that the value associated 
with every k-element subset of I is equal to r °. 
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